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Abstract: This study investigates the mechanical performance and a constitutive model of basalt-
fiber-reinforced cemented soil (BFRCS) containing 0%, 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5%, and 0.7% basalt fibers with
lengths of 3, 6, 12, 20, and 35 mm, respectively. Unconfined compressive strength tests were used
to examine the mechanical performance of BFRCS with varying basalt fiber contents and lengths.
The test results demonstrate that the basalt fiber content of optimal quality is 0.1%, and that the fiber
distribution uniformity and density have a significant impact on the strength of BFRCS. Based on
the Weibull distribution of BFRCS for the degree of damage, a damage model for BFRCS, accounting
for the fiber length and fiber content, is proposed here. Moreover, in this study we explored the
relationship between the scale parameter as well as shape parameter of the Weibull distribution and
fiber content as well as length. Furthermore, the evaluation methods for the mechanical properties
of BFRCS according to the scale and shape parameters of the Weibull distribution are discussed.
The results suggest that the proposed constitutive model captures the compressive stress–strain
relationship of BFRCS; the theoretical results are in strong agreement with the data obtained.

Keywords: basalt-fiber-reinforced cemented soil; damage model; Weibull distribution; unconfined
compressive strength

1. Introduction

Currently, cemented soil is popular in various areas of soil reinforcement engineer-
ing [1,2], but its high brittleness and low tensile properties [3,4] render it susceptible to
cracking during use, thereby decreasing its durability. To improve its mechanical proper-
ties, researchers have added various types of fibers to cemented soil to transform it into
fiber-reinforced cemented soil. Studies have demonstrated that incorporating fibers can
improve the strength and toughness of cemented soil [5–7].

Basalt fiber is a new environmental fiber material with a high tensile strength and
erosion resistance [8–10], rendering it a common soil reinforcement material. Yang et al. [11]
reported that when the fiber content of soil increased, its strength and stability increased.
Furthermore, Otieno et al. [12] reported the reinforcing effect of basalt fiber and rice husk
ash (RHA) co-cured with cement on the compressibility and swelling of soil. They reported
that the addition of 12 mm of basalt fibers, 5% of RHA, and 3% of cement could effectively
reinforce soil and enhance its ultimate strength. Ma et al. [13] examined the dynamic
mechanical properties of basalt-fiber-reinforced cemented soil (BFRCS) and reported that
the basalt fiber content affected the energy absorption capacity and improved the dynamic
strength of BFRCS. Moreover, Cao [14] observed that adding basalt fibers to cement–fly-
ash-stabilized soil considerably enhanced the static–dynamic mechanical properties of
stabilized soil. With a basalt fiber content of 0.6%, a stable internal space structure was
produced in stabilized soil; however, multiple weak interfaces between the fibers appeared
in stabilized soil with a basalt fiber content of 1.2%. Shen et al. [15] examined the strength
properties of fiber-reinforced clayey soil with a lower content of lime or cement (5% by
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weight); however, for the lime-treated soil specimens the peak values were observed when
the fiber content was 0.1%. Furthermore, Zhu et al. [16] considered that the interfacial
peak/residual shear resistance and shear stiffness of fiber-reinforced soil considerably
depend on the soil compaction conditions. The addition of cement to soil can improve the
soil compaction conditions, thus improving the effect of fiber-reinforced soil [17]. Wang
et al. [18] reported that the inclusion of basalt fibers improves the ductility and weakens
the brittleness of cemented kaolinite. The compressive strength increases with the basalt
fiber content and curing time, peaks at a 0.2% fiber content, and then decreases because
of the formation of a weak zone at higher fiber contents. Xiao et al. [19] discovered that
the unconfined compressive strength (UCS) and splitting tensile strength of basalt-fiber-
reinforced biocement with a given basalt fiber content significantly increased with an
increase in the calcite content. Moreover, Lv et al. [20] reported that, as the fiber content
increased, the cohesion and residual cohesion first increased and then decreased, and
that the brittleness index decreased. Furthermore, the internal friction angle and residual
internal friction angle exhibited no clear variation patterns. Dasaka et al. [21] reported
that the UCS of soil significantly increased with the addition of coconut shell fibers. Divya
et al. [22] used a digital image cross-correlation analysis of the top view of the soil captured
during tensile tests to obtain the displacement vectors and strain field distribution. The fiber
content and fiber length increased, such that the other parameters remained constant. Thus,
the strain upon crack initiation and the energy absorption capacity of the fiber-reinforced
soil increased, and the post-cracking behavior improved.

The aforementioned study showed a synergistic effect between fibers and cement, and
that their joint addition can have a coupled reinforcing effect. Moreover, the fibers can
effectively improve the mechanical properties of the reinforced material as long as they are
present in the appropriate content and are of a suitable length.

Gao et al. [23] proposed a critical-state fiber-reinforced soil (FRS) model in the triaxial
stress space by using the concept of effective skeleton stress and the void ratio. Sivakumar
Babu et al. [24] reported an analytical model for the analysis of FRS in the framework of
a modified cam clay model. Furthermore, Salih et al. [25] designed a stress–strain model
describing the soil brick response to compressive loading for each fiber type, obtained via a
regression analysis. Kanchi et al. [26] formulated an analytical model for the FRS based on
the modified cam clay model concept. The results demonstrated that as the inclination of
the fibers in the horizontal plane increased, the contribution of the fibers in improving the
strength of FRS decreased. Wu et al. [27] developed a uniaxial strain-softening constitutive
model for FRS based on the disturbed state concept. This study on the intrinsic structural
model of reinforced soil primarily focused on fiber-reinforced soil or cement-reinforced
soil; however, only a few studies are related to the constitutive model of fiber-reinforced
cemented soil, and the results have not enabled researchers to form a unified theory.

Based on UCS tests, this study proposes a Weibull-distribution-based damage model.
Moreover, the effects of fiber content and fiber length on the mechanical properties of BFRCS
were analyzed. The model parameters were determined, and the stress–strain relationship
of BFRCS under uniaxial pressure was fitted and analyzed for damage evolution. This
study aids researchers in comprehending the evolution of the damage properties of BFRCS
and provides a theoretical foundation for their accurate analysis and evaluation.

2. Material Properties and Test Procedure
2.1. Test Materials
2.1.1. Soil Properties

The test soil was collected from a side slope in Changchun City, China, and its funda-
mental properties are listed in Table 1. Figure 1 shows the appearance of the test soil, and
Figure 2 shows the original spectrum obtained in the XRD test. The primary components
are quartz, sodium feldspar, and potassium feldspar. The grain particles are shown in
Figure 3.
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Table 1. Physical indices of the soil.

Physical and Mechanical Index Value

Natural water content (%) 33.2
Plastic limit (%) 41
Plasticity index 16

Natural density (g/cm3) 2.71
Void ratio 1.03

Liquid limit (%) 25
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Figure 1. Image of the experimental soil.
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2.1.2. Basalt Fibers

The basic properties and composition of the basalt fibers are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Figure 4 shows the appearance of the basalt fibers.

Table 2. Basic properties of the basalt fibers.

Main Component Si Ca Al Mg O K Na Ti Fe

Atomic
fraction/% 26.6 18.93 7.89 6.90 31.81 1.18 1.63 1.26 4.04

Table 3. Basalt fiber composition.

Diameter/µm Tensile
Strength/MPa

Modulus of
Elasticity/GPa Density/(g/cm3)

Thermal
Conductivity/(W-m/k)

Operating
Temperature/◦C

7–15 3000–4800 91–110 2.63–2.65 0.030–0.038 −269–650
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2.1.3. Cement

Ordinary Portland cement (grade 42.5), produced by the Changchun Yatai Group of
China, was used as the cementitious material, and its basic properties are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Basic properties of the cement.

Strength
Grade

Specific
Surface

Area/(m2/kg)

Initial
Setting
Time/h

Final Set
Time/h

Cementitious Sand Flexural
Strength/MPa

Cementitious Sand
Compressive Strength/MPa

3 d 28 d 3 d 28 d

P-O 42.5 345 2 2.5 5 8 24 49

2.2. Specimen Preparation

Cubic specimens were prepared based on the JGJ/T233-2011 Specification for Mix
Proportion Design of Cement Soil [28], with dimensions of 70.7 mm × 70.7 mm × 70.7 mm.
The cement content was 10%. To produce the BFRCS specimens, basalt fibers, cement, and
soil were mixed for 3 min. Water was then added, and the mixture was stirred for 6 min.
Finally, the mixture was molded by 70.7 mm2 cubic molds and shaken for 3 min using a
shaking table. The specimen preparation flowchart is shown in Figure 5.
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2.3. Test Design

The mix designs of 21 groups of BFRCS are listed in Table 5, where C indicates the
fiber content and L indicates the fiber length. For instance, C0.1-L20 indicates that the fiber
content is 0.1% and the fiber length is 20 mm. Each group had three duplicate specimens to
reduce the test errors.

Table 5. Mixture designs of the test specimens.

No. Fiber
Content/%

Fiber
Length/mm No. Fiber

Content/%
Fiber

Length/mm

C0-L0 0 0 C0.5-L3 0.5 3
C0.1-L3 0.1 3 C0.5-L6 0.5 6
C0.1-L6 0.1 6 C0.5-L12 0.5 12
C0.1-L12 0.1 12 C0.5-L20 0.5 20
C0.1-L20 0.1 20 C0.5-L35 0.5 35
C0.1-L35 0.1 35 C0.7-L3 0.7 3
C0.3-L3 0.3 3 C0.7-L6 0.7 6
C0.3-L6 0.3 6 C0.7-L12 0.7 12
C0.3-L12 0.3 12 C0.7-L20 0.7 20
C0.3-L20 0.3 20 C0.7-L35 0.7 35
C0.3-35 0.3 35

2.4. Testing Apparatus and Procedure

The UCS test was performed with a WAW-600 microcomputer-controlled servo uni-
versal testing machine, produced by Changchun Kexin Testing Instruments in China, with
displacement uniformity control and a loading speed of 0.1 mm/s. The acquisition of
the UCS data was performed by using an automatic acquisition system matched with the
WAW-600 universal testing machine, including the loads and displacements.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion
3.1. Effect of the Fiber Length on the Mechanical Properties

Damage strain is defined as the strain corresponding to the peak stress in the stress–
strain curve (ε1). Figure 6a–d shows the variations in the damage strain versus the fiber
length for the specimens with varying fiber contents, with the dashed line representing the
value of the damage strain of the cemented soil without fibers. Figure 6 shows that the
damage strain values of the specimens under different reinforcement conditions are higher
than those of the specimens without fibers, indicating that the admixture of basalt fibers
can improve the deformation resistance and toughness of the cemented soil. The damage
strain curves tended to increase first and then decrease with an increase in the fiber length.
The maximum value of the damage strain occurred in the case of the 6 mm fiber length,
when the fiber contents were 0.1% and 0.3%, as well as the 20 and 12 mm fiber lengths,
when the fiber contents were 0.5% and 0.7%. In conclusion, the damaged strain reached its
maximum at a fiber content of 0.1% and a fiber length of 6 mm.
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Figure 6. Variations in the damage strain with fiber length and different fiber contents.

Considering the peak stress in the stress-strain curve as the peak strength (σmax) for
analysis, Figure 7a–d illustrates the variations in the peak strength of the specimens with
different fiber lengths and fiber contents. The dashed lines represent the cemented soil’s
peak strengths without the addition of fibers. Figure 7 shows that the incorporation of
basalt fibers can effectively increase the peak strengths of the specimens, and that the peak
strengths of all of the specimens with fibers incorporated are greater than those of the
specimens without fibers incorporated. The peak strength curves showed the tendency
to decrease with an increase in the fiber length, except for a fiber content of 0.1%. The
maximum peak strength values occurred in the case of the 3 mm fiber length, when the fiber
contents were 0.3%, 0.5%, and 0.7%, and the 12 mm fiber length, when the fiber content
was 0.1%. To sum up, the peak strength reached its maximum at a fiber content of 0.1%
and a fiber length of 12 mm.
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3.2. Effect of the Fiber Content on Mechanical Properties

Figure 8a–e shows the variations in the damage strains of the specimens with different
fiber contents and fiber lengths. The dashed lines in the figure show the damage strain
values of the cemented soil without the addition of fibers. From Figure 8, we can observe
that the damage strain curves tended to decrease first and then increase with an increase
in the fiber content when the fiber lengths were 3, 6, and 12 mm. Furthermore, when the
fiber lengths were 12 and 35 mm the damage strain curves tended to linearly increase and
linearly reduce. The tendencies of the damage strain curves for the individual fiber lengths
are not identical.
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Figure 9a–e shows the variations in the peak strength of the specimens with different
fiber contents and fiber lengths. Figure 9 shows that the peak strengths tended to increase
and then decrease with an increase in the fiber content for all the fiber lengths, while for all
of the fiber lengths a fiber content of 0.1% resulted in the most noticeable improvement in
the peak strength of BFRCS.
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3.3. Reinforcement Mechanism of Fibers in Cemented Soil

The effect of the fiber material on cemented soil reinforcement primarily lies in the
adhesion between fibers and cemented soil in addition to the distribution law of fibers,
where the adhesion is related to the soil quality, particle gradation, cement content, conser-
vation age, and other factors. Moreover, the distribution law of fibers is closely related to
fiber length, content, and other factors. Furthermore, the observation of a loaded specimen
reveals that the fibers in the specimen appear to be clustered. The distribution cannot be
fully dispersed, and even fibers dispersed in filaments have an uneven distribution, as
shown in Figure 10. From a microscopic perspective, constructing a BFRCS constitutive
model becomes relatively complex and challenging in light of the complex fiber arrange-
ment. Figure 10 shows that when the fiber density is too high the reinforcing effect is
diminished by a mechanism similar to the anchor group effect, whereas it is difficult to
exert a reinforcing effect when the density is too low. Therefore, a suitable fiber content,
length, and arrangement can enhance the strength of BFRCS.
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4. Damage-Theory-Based Constitutive Model

Damage mechanics is based on continuum mechanics, used to examine the laws
of solid materials under certain loads and in erosive environments, according to which
materials that develop damage will eventually undergo the destruction process. Statistical
damage mechanics assumes that the degree of microelement damage within a material
follows a probability density distribution, based on which the damage of the material is
described. Because the integral distribution function of the Weibull distribution is easy to
integrate, its mean value is greater than 0, etc. [29,30], the Weibull distribution is widely
used in the description of rock and concrete materials [31–34]. This paper’s statistical
damage model of BFRCS is based on the following fundamental postulates [35]:

1. The number of damaged microelements in relation to the pore area and effective
bearing area of BFRCS obeys the Weibull distribution.

2. Under the action of an external load, the material comprises damaged and undamaged
parts; the undamaged part bears the load on any microelements of the material.

3. The damage evolution of microelements during loading is a continuously changing
process.

4. The material is an isotropic damage material, and the stress-strain relationship of
undamaged microelements is in accordance with Hooke’s law.

4.1. Establishment of the Constitutive Model

Under the load, the damage in BFRCS gradually increases and expands, leading to
changes in the effective bearing area and internal damage area of BFRCS. According to
the pertinent theory of damage mechanics [36], the nominal stress and effective stress of
BFRCS satisfy the following relationship:

σ =
F
A

(1)

σ∗ =
F

A∗ (2)

where σ is the nominal stress of BFRCS (MPa), σ ∗ is the effective stress of BFRCS (MPa),
A is the nominal bearing area (mm2), A ∗ is the effective bearing area (mm2), and F is the
load on BFRCS (N).

The relationship between the two kinds of stress can be determined from the above
two equations as follows:

σ

σ∗ =
A∗

A
(3)
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For BFRCS, the concept of a damage variable can be used to express the degree of
internal damage, to which the damage variable D can be introduced to express the ratio of
the internal damage area to the total load-bearing area:

D =
A − A ∗

A
= 1 − A∗

A
(4)

The above equation contains D as its damage variable, 0 ≤ D ≤ 1, and its core is the
ratio of the damaged area to the total area, which provides a parameter for the subsequent
damage level.

Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (3) yields Equation (5), as follows:

σ = (1 − D)σ ∗ (5)

According to the Lemaitre strain equivalence hypothesis [37], the intrinsic relationship
of the damaged material can be expressed in terms of the stresses borne by the undamaged
part of the material. Therefore,

σ = (1 − D)Eε (6)

where σ is the stress to which BFRCS is subjected (MPa), D is the damage variable of BFRCS
(0 ≤ D ≤ 1), E is the modulus of elasticity of BFRCS, and ε is the strain of BFRCS.

4.2. Calculation of the Damage Variables at Different Stages

As shown in Figure 11, according to the stress–strain curve of BFRCS, the stress
damage process is divided into two stages: the compression stage and damage stage. In the
compression stage, with an increase in the strain, the main damage that affects the material
is destruction of the pore structure by compression, and the pore unit of BFRCS decreases
with an increase in the strain. In the damage phase, the main damage in the soil is the
compression of the structural units, and the structural units of BFRCS decrease with an
increase in the strain.
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4.3. Calculation of the Damage Variables in the Compression Phase

According to statistical damage mechanics, BFRCS materials can be approximated
as structural systems composed of a large number of microelements. Furthermore, in
the present study [38], where the degree of damage of BFRCS can be expressed as the
ratio of the number of pore microelements to the total number of microelements, it was
assumed that, with an increase in strain, a proportion of the initial pores in BFRCS would be
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destroyed during the compression, and that the damage phases would follow the Weibull
distribution as the displacement increased. Thus, Equation (7) can be derived as follows:

p(ε) =
n
m

( ε

m

)n−1
e−( ε

m )n
(7)

where p(ε) is the Weibull probability density function, m and n are the scale parameter and
shape parameter of the Weibull distribution, respectively, and ε is the strain variable.

With an increase in displacement, N is the number of damaged microelements in the
pore microelements. The number of damaged microelements in BFRCS is shown as follows:

N =
∫ ε1

0
Nt p(ε)dε = Nt

(
1 − e−( ε

m )n)
(8)

In this case, by defining the total number of microelements as M, the number of pore
microelements is Nt. The damage effect, at this time, is believed to be much less than the
effect of compression; therefore, the effect of compression is primarily considered. Since
the compression stage basically occurs in the early low-strain stage, it is believed that its
effect on the total number of units is negligible.

Let the initial damage factor be D0. Then:

D0 =
Nt

M
(9)

Then, from the definition of the damage variable of statistical damage mechanics, it is
clear that the damage variable of BFRCS is the ratio of the number of damaged microele-
ments to the total number of microelements. The damage coefficient in the compression
phase is as follows:

D =
(Nt − N)

M
= e−( ε

m )n Nt

M
= e−( ε

m )n
D0 (10)

From Equations (6) and (10), we yield the following:

σ = Eε
(

1 − D0e−( ε
m )n)

(11)

4.4. Calculation of the Damage Variables in the Damage Phase

With an increase in deformation, the proportion of the solid unit damage in BFRCS
follows the Weibull distribution as the displacement increases during the compression and
elastic phases, and the following equation can be obtained:

p1(ε) =
n1

m1

(
ε

m1

)n1−1
e−( ε

m1
)n1

(12)

where p1(ε) is the Weibull probability density function, m1 and n1 are the scale and shape
parameters of the Weibull distribution, respectively, and ε is the strain variable.

Let M be the total number of microelements and N1 be the number of microelements
that are damaged. It is believed that the damage phase is present from the start, but in
the early stage its influence is negligible and in the late stage it is pronounced. Thus, the
integration based on the deformation of 0 yields the following equation:

N1 =
∫ ε

0
Mp(ε)dε = M

{(
1 − e−( ε

m1
)n1
)}

(13)

Then, from the definition of the damage variable of statistical damage mechanics, it is
clear that the damage variable of BFRCS is, at the same time, the ratio of the number of
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damaged microelements to the total number of microelements. Thus, the damage coefficient
of the damage phase is as follows:

D =
N1

M
= 1 − e−( ε

m1
)n1

(14)

From Equations (6) and (14), we yield the following:

σ = Eε
(

e−( ε
m1

)n1
)

(15)

Combining Equations (10) and (15), the following Equation (16) can be obtained:σ = Eε
(

1 − D0e−( ε
m )n)

0 ≤ ε<ε0

σ = Eε
(

e−( ε
m1

)n1
)

ε0 ≤ ε
(16)

Equation (16) is the damage model for BFRCS, where E is the modulus of elasticity of
BFRCS, D0 is the initial damage coefficient of BFRCS, ε0 is the strain value for the transition
from the compression phase to the damage phase, ε is the strain of BFRCS, and σ is the
UCS of BFRCS.

The values of the parameters are m = 0.0082, m1 = 0.0233, n = 1.92, and n1 = 1.49 when
the fiber content is 0. Based on Equation (16), the regression calculation of the stress–strain
curve of BFRCS can be obtained by using the constitution model, as the parameters m, n,
m1, and n1 vary with the fiber length, L, and the fiber content, C, as shown in Table 6 below.

Table 6. Calculation results of the parameters m, n, m1, and n1.

Parameter Expressions in Different Degrees

Compress Degree Destroy Degree

m = 9.52 × 10−3−6.05 × 10−3 C–1.08469 × 10−4. * L–7.49 ×
10−3 * C2 + 3.20978 × 10−6 * L2 –3.94778 × 10−5 * C* L

m1 = 2.918 × 10−2–1.791 × 10−2 * C–2.94713 × 10−4 * L + 2.495
× 10−2 * C2 + 6.91643 × 10−6 * L2 + 1.03341 × 10−4 * C * L

n = 5.2595–7.80631 * C–7.979 × 10−2 * L + 7.16081 * C2 + 1.63 ×
10−3 * L2 + 4.1 × 10−2 * C * L

n1 = 4.888–7.762 * C–4.83 × 10−3 * L – 5.243 * C2 + 1.248 × 10−4

* L2 −4.93 × 10−3 * C * L

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Weibull Parameters

Figure 12 shows the results of the scale parameters and shape parameters, m, n, m1, and
n1, at different stages according to the fiber content and fiber length. When the specimen
is in the compression stage, m and n both increase and then decrease with an increase in
the fiber content, while they first decrease and then increase with an increase in the fiber
length. When the specimen is in the damage stage, m1 decreases and then increases with
an increase in the fiber content and fiber length, and n1 decreases with the increase in the
fiber content, while the effect of the fiber length is insignificant.

Early research viewed the scale and shape parameters primarily as parameters that
influence and determine the variations in their model curves, but their physical significance
was not fully understood. Some studies reported that the shape parameters n and n1 reflect
the degree of concentration of the internal microelement strength [39]. According to the
analysis reported in this paper, n and n1 are characterized by the brittleness of BFRCS. In
the process of compressive deformation, the smaller the values of n and n1 are the more
concentrated the microelemental strength of the material will be. The material will be more
brittle, and the arc of the curve between the compression and destruction stages of the
loading process, on the one hand, and between the obvious compression and destruction
stages, on the other hand, will be larger. The parameters m and m1 represent the material’s
strength at a particular level.
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Figure 12. Varying trends in the parameters m, n, m1, and n1.

The results of the analysis indicate that the addition of basalt fibers can effectively
reduce the stress concentration of the material, which improves the material’s brittleness
and enhances its average strength, its plastic deformation capacity under an external load,
and its bearing capacity after the peak stress. These improvements are influenced by the
coupling of the fiber length and fiber content. It can be seen from the relationship between
Weibull’s shape parameters, n and n1, and the fiber content as well as length that the main
factors affecting the brittleness of BFRCS in the compression stage are the fiber content and
fiber length. Moreover, the main factor affecting the brittleness of BFRCS in the damage
stage is the fiber content, while the influence of the fiber length is not evident; the size
parameters m and m1 are jointly influenced by the fiber content and fiber length. As per
the results of the overall analysis, the dimensional and shape parameters are excellent at a
content of 0.1%, indicating the superior overall performance and confirming the conclusion
of the previous analysis that 0.1% is the optimal content.

5.2. Stress–Strain Relationship Based on Statistical Damage

By substituting C and L into Table 6 and inserting m, n, m1, and n1 into Equation (16),
the simulated constitutive relationships between different types of BFRCS with various
fiber contents and lengths can be obtained (Figure 13). In Figure 13 the black lines represent
the measured compressive stress-strain curves, while the red lines represent their respective
theoretical curves for the same fiber content and length. The theoretical curve based on
the presented damage model is similar to the test results, indicating that the Weibull
distribution is a sound indicator of BFRCS strength and that the presented damage model
is applicable to BFRCS.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the calculation results of the proposed constitutive models with the
experimental results of stress–strain curves of the fiber-reinforced cemented soil.

5.3. Constitutive Model Validation

In order to verify the rationality of the constitutive model, we performed BFRCS
curing for 14 days, where the fiber content was 0.1%, the fiber lengths were 3, 6, 12, and
20 mm, and the cement content of BFRCS was 10%. For instance, C0.1-L3-14d indicates
that the fiber content is 0.1%, the fiber length is 3 mm, and the curing time is 14 d. The
related parameters are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Related parameters of the BFRCS subjected to curing for 14 d.

Related
Parameters E D0 n m m1 n1

C0.1-L3-14d 202 0.61 4.3380771 0.008857147 0.026847 4.036524
C0.1-L6-14d 210 0.57 4.1550171 0.008606567 0.026181 4.023925
C0.1-L12-14d 214 0.6 3.8769171 0.008604154 0.025221 4.005465
C0.1-L20-14d 220 0.59 3.6886771 0.008743518 0.024714 3.99483

The curing of BFRCS for 14 days was tested in the same way as the curing of BFRCS
for 28 days. By substituting C and L into Table 6 and inserting m, n, m1, and n1 into
Equation (16), we can obtain the simulated constitutive relationships between different
types of BFRCS with various fiber contents and lengths subjected to curing for 14 days
(Figure 14). In Figure 14 the black lines represent the measured compressive stress-strain
curves and the red lines represent the stress-strain curves calculated by the constitutive
model.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the calculation results obtained by the constitutive model with the experi-
mental results of stress-strain curves of BFRCS subjected to curing for 14 days.

According to Figure 14, it can be seen that the theoretical stress-strain curves calculated
by the constitutive model are similar to those of the stress-strain curves of BFRCS. The
theoretical stress-strain curves calculated by the constitutive model reflect the trend in the
stress-strain curves of BFRCS subjected to curing for 14 days. They also reflect the strain
corresponding to the peak stress, but the stress-strain curves calculated by the constitutive
model are not very effective in predicting the magnitude of the peak stress.

6. Conclusions

The addition of basalt fibers can effectively improve the peak strength and damage
strain of cemented soil. When the fiber content is 0.1% the peak strength and breaking
strain of BFRCS are excellent. In this study, the peak strength reached its maximum at a
fiber content of 0.1% and a fiber length of 12 mm, while the damaged strain reached its
maximum at a fiber content of 0.1% and a fiber length of 6 mm.

The variation in the basalt fiber content of fiber-reinforced cemented soil has a greater
influence on the UCS than fiber length. This is primarily due to the greater influence of
fiber content on the grip force between the fibers and cement in the soil. Furthermore,
in terms of damage strain, the influence of fiber content and length is not evident when
considered as a single factor, primarily due to the toughness of fiber-reinforced cemented
soil. This, in turn, is mainly because the toughness of fiber-reinforced cemented soil results
from the coupling of these two factors.

A constitutive model based on the Weibull distribution, which considers the fiber
length and fiber content, was established, and the determination method of the model
parameters was provided. Through example verification, we determined that the model
calculation results presented in this paper are in strong agreement with the experimental
results and accurately reflect the influences of the fiber length and fiber content on the
inherent behavior of fiber-reinforced cemented soil. The fiber content has a greater effect
on the material’s brittleness than the fiber length, but the effects of the fiber content and
fiber length on the material’s strength are more significant.
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